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Abstract

Procedure planning, or the ability to predict a001
series of steps that can achieve a given goal002
conditioned on the current observation, is crit-003
ical for building intelligent embodied agents004
that can assist users in everyday tasks. Encour-005
aged by the recent success of language models006
(LMs) for zero-shot (Huang et al., 2022a; Ahn007
et al., 2022) and few-shot planning (Micheli008
and Fleuret, 2021), we hypothesize that LMs009
may be equipped with stronger priors for plan-010
ning compared to their visual counterparts. To011
this end, we propose a language-first proce-012
dure planning framework with modularized de-013
sign: we first align the current and goal obser-014
vations with corresponding steps and then use015
a pre-trained LM to predict the intermediate016
steps. Under this framework, we find that us-017
ing an image captioning model for alignment018
can already match state-of-the-art performance019
and by designing a double retrieval model con-020
ditioned over current and goal observations021
jointly, we can achieve large improvements022
(19.2% - 98.9% relatively higher success rate023
than state-of-the-art) on both COIN (Tang et al.,024
2019) and CrossTask (Zhukov et al., 2019)025
benchmarks. Our work verifies the planning026
ability of LMs and demonstrates how LMs can027
serve as a powerful “reasoning engine” even028
when the input is provided in another modal-029
ity.1030

1 Introduction031

Developing autonomous agents of versatility and032

flexibility requires the ability to produce plans on-033

the-fly for a given task based on observations of034

the current state. Procedure planning, as proposed035

by (Bi et al., 2021), tests whether an agent can036

predict the steps needed to bring a given initial037

state into a given goal state, where both states are038

specified with visual observations, as shown in Fig-039

ure 1. Compared to planning in a closed-world040

1Our code is provided as part of the supplementary materi-
als.

with structured environments, procedure planning 041

with instructional videos provides an unstructured, 042

visually complex, and highly-detailed observation 043

of the world (i.e., visual observation space, pre- 044

sented as video instances) while asking the model 045

to predict high-level actions (i.e., action space, 046

highlighted in the green box). 047

To handle such a mismatch between the obser- 048

vation space and the action space, previous meth- 049

ods (Bi et al., 2021; Chang et al., 2020) have fo- 050

cused on learning a latent visual feature space from 051

visual observations that is more suitable for plan- 052

ning. However, learning the ideal latent space is 053

challenging since visual observations can differ 054

greatly due to changes in the background, actor, 055

or tools, even for the same task. For example, the 056

two observations in Figure 1 are highly dissimi- 057

lar although they are part of the same task making 058

salad. This makes it inherently difficult for models 059

to align visual observations to high-level actions, 060

not to mention reason and predict over multiple 061

steps to produce a plan. 062

Meanwhile, pre-trained language models (LMs) 063

show strong planning ability, as demonstrated by 064

their excellent performance for zero-shot (Huang 065

et al., 2022a) and few-shot text planning 066

tasks (Micheli and Fleuret, 2021). This inspires us 067

to think if planning in text feature space is a better 068

alternative to planning in visual feature space used 069

in prior work. Apart from the strong prior from lan- 070

guage model pretraining, the actions in procedure 071

planning have the dual representation of text and 072

labels (Zhao et al., 2022), which makes text space 073

more easily aligned with the action space, both of 074

which are more abstract than visual observations. 075

While the idea of converting visual input into 076

text and relying on language models has been ef- 077

fective in a series of multimodal tasks such as 078

image captioning and visual question answering 079

(VQA) (Zeng et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022), the 080

case is different for procedure planning as (1) proce- 081
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Figure 1: Overview of our language first approach for procedural planning. Previous work performs planning in the
visual latent space, which can be difficult to learn due to the high variance of image features in the same step. We
propose to perform planning in the existing language latent space, which is more generalized and robust compared
to the visual variance.

dure planning was originally proposed as a vision-082

only task instead of being inherently multi-modal;083

(2) we attempt the transfer of the procedure rea-084

soning and prediction ability of the LM instead of085

simply extracting information from the images. As086

shown in Figure 1, LM helps us predict the hardest087

intermediate steps (Put the ingredients into088

the bowl) which have little support from either089

start or end observations.090

The major challenge of employing language091

models for procedure planning is how to map the092

start and goal observations into text space without093

losing salient information for planning. If the map-094

ping is largely inaccurate, then even with the strong095

reasoning ability of LMs, it might not be worth the096

trouble of converting the problem into text space.097

As the first exploration, we validate the effective-098

ness of a simple baseline model in our language-099

first planning framework, i.e., using image cap-100

tioning to convert visual observations into text to101

prompt LMs. We find that by using image caption-102

ing we can already achieve performance compa-103

rable to state-of-the-art models. However, closer104

examination shows that image captioning is not suf-105

ficient to capture visual details across the current106

and goal observation (especially those related to107

movement and state change) and in turn does not108

effectively leverage the planning power of LMs.109

Rooted in this observation, we propose to per-110

form direct alignment from observations to steps by111

retrieving the most relevant step from the dataset-112

wide candidate step pool. Since visual observa-113

tions can be highly diverse for the same step, for114

the modularized framework, we design a double 115

retrieval model that jointly retrieves the first and 116

the last steps corresponding to the start and goal 117

observation respectively. Using both the visual ob- 118

servations (such as the video input of the start step 119

and goal step in Figure 1) and the task name (such 120

as make salad), we can further constrain the search 121

space and identify the steps with higher accuracy. 122

Experiments on two benchmark datasets 123

COIN (Tang et al., 2019) and Crosstask (Zhukov 124

et al., 2019) show that our proposed language-first 125

framework can improve procedure planning effec- 126

tiveness under all settings. In particular, our best 127

model, which represents each observation by a 128

montage of multiple frames and utilizes the double 129

retrieve model, achieves the best results and yields 130

19.2% - 98.9% relatively higher success rate than 131

the state-of-the-art. This demonstrates the strong 132

planning ability of pre-trained LMs and shows the 133

potential of using LMs as a general “reasoning en- 134

gine” or “planning engine”, even in tasks where 135

images are provided as input. 136

In summary, our contributions are as follows: 137

1. We verify the effectiveness of planning in text 138

space compared to visual space by employing 139

language models for procedure planning. 140

2. We design two models for adapting language 141

models for procedure planning: an image cap- 142

tioning based baseline model performs ex- 143

plicit conversion to generate prompts and a 144

modularized framework which split the pre- 145

diction into two stages. 146
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3. On two instructional video datasets COIN and147

Crosstask, we show that our proposed text148

space planning approach can significantly out-149

perform prior methods, in certain cases dou-150

bling the plan success rate.151

2 Related Work152

Instructional Procedure Planning Introduced153

by (Chang et al., 2020), the procedure planning154

task aims at predicting the intermediate steps (ac-155

tions) given a start visual observation and a goal156

visual observation. The key challenge of this task157

lies in its unstructured, highly diverse observations158

which are unsuitable for directly planning over. To159

tackle this challenge, most previous approaches160

(Bi et al., 2021; Chang et al., 2020; Srinivas et al.,161

2018; Sun et al., 2022) attempt to learn a latent162

space from visual observations by a supervised163

imitation learning objective over both the actions164

and the intermediate visual observations. More165

recently, P3IV(Zhao et al., 2022) observes that ac-166

tions can be treated as both discrete labels and167

natural language. By using a pretrained vision-168

language model to encode the actions as text, P3IV169

achieves higher planning success rate using only170

action-level supervision. P3IV can be seen as an171

attempt to map the action text into visual space to172

provide more stable supervision. In comparison,173

our model maps visual observations into text space.174

Pre-trained Language Models for Planning175

Recent work has shown the potential of language176

models for text-based planning tasks. Language177

models pre-trained on a large internet-scale cor-178

pus encodes rich semantic knowledge about the179

world and are equipped with strong low-shot rea-180

soning abilities. In the effort of connecting lan-181

guage models with embodied AI, pioneering work182

on text-based planning (Côté et al., 2018; Shrid-183

har et al., 2020; Micheli and Fleuret, 2021) shows184

that learning to solve tasks using abstract language185

as a starting point can be more effective and gen-186

eralizable than learning directly from embodied187

environments. More recently, (Ahn et al., 2022;188

Huang et al., 2022b; Yao et al., 2022; Huang et al.,189

2022a) further show that using large language mod-190

els as out-of-the-box planners brings significant191

benefits to a wide range of embodied tasks, such as192

navigation and instruction following.193

In this paper, we utilize language model’s plan-194

ning ability to solve cross-modal planning tasks.195

We finetune a pre-trained BART model (Lewis196

et al., 2019) as a planning expert. 197

3 Method 198

In this section, we introduce our language-first ap- 199

proach to procedure planning. We first investigate 200

whether language models can be applied for the 201

task of procedure planning using text-only input 202

(Section 3.2). Building upon this model, we ex- 203

plore two different methods to map the visual ob- 204

servations to their corresponding steps. 205

In Section 3.3 we introduce our baseline model 206

which incorporates a pre-trained image-captioning 207

model and a language model to do procedure plan- 208

ning task. This baseline yields results comparable 209

to the state-of-the-art approaches, we identified its 210

deficiencies by giving examples. 211

In Section 3.4 we introduce our modularized 212

framework which first utilizes a conditional double 213

retrieval model to retrieve the most similar step for 214

the start and goal visual observations jointly. Then 215

the retrieved steps will be plugged into the language 216

model to predict all the intermediate steps. 217

3.1 Task Formulation 218

As shown in Figure 1, given a current visual ob- 219

servation o0, and a goal visual observation oT , pro- 220

cedure planning requires the model to plan a se- 221

quence of actions {a1, · · · , aT } that can turn the 222

current state into the goal state, where T is the 223

planning horizon. Additionally, every task has an 224

overall goal, or task name, g such as Replace a 225

lightbulb. 226

During training, two types of supervision are 227

available: visual supervision and action supervi- 228

sion. Visual supervision refers to the visual obser- 229

vations at each intermediate timestep {o1, ..., oT }. 230

Action supervision refers to the corresponding ac- 231

tion labels {a1, ..., aT }. In particular, ai is the ac- 232

tion that transforms the observed state from oi−1 233

into oi. Each action can be interpreted as a dis- 234

crete label (Action 33) or a short piece of text 235

(Remove the lampshade). In this paper, we use 236

the terms action and step interchangeably. Follow- 237

ing P3IV (Zhao et al., 2022), in our work, we only 238

use action supervision during training. 239

3.2 Text-Based Planning Model 240

Language models are trained with the self- 241

supervised objective of recovering the original text 242

given a partial or corrupted text sequence. To adapt 243

language models for our use case where the out- 244
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on an ironing board 
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the clothes repeatedly
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Image Caption: A
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jump in the stadium 
Ground Truth Step: Do
the third jump.
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Inaccurate Captioning Failed to capture fine-grained states 

Figure 2: In the left we show the architecture of our language-first baseline model, which uses image captioning to
transform images into the text space. In the right we show the example challenging cases for this approach: (a) the
generated caption may not be able to capture fine-grained details of an image; (b) the generated caption can hardly
relate to target steps/actions.

put action descriptions are of variable token length,245

we employ a pretrained encoder-decoder model246

BART (Lewis et al., 2019).247

Assuming that we can perfectly map the input248

visual observations to actions, the input x to the249

BART model will be a prompt containing the task250

g, the first action a1, the last action aT , and the251

prediction horizon T . Here, the actions are inter-252

preted as a short piece of text. The model will then253

be fine-tuned to sequentially predict all of tokens254

a1i , · · · , ami that comprise each of the intermediate255

action descriptions ai. This factorization allows256

us to train the language model using cross-entropy257

loss over each token aji .258

During inference, we face two challenges: (1)259

restricting the language model’s output to the set260

of feasible actions and (2) allowing for diversity in261

the generated plans.262

The first challenge is due to the fact that the lan-263

guage model predicts a distribution over the entire264

vocabulary at each decoding step, which makes the265

output domain essentially the space of all possi-266

ble text strings. We experiment with two methods,267

namely projection and constrained decoding. In the268

projection method, similar to (Huang et al., 2022a),269

we first generate the entire action sequence using270

beam search and then for each predicted action, we271

project it to the most similar viable action based on272

SentenceBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), em-273

bedding cosine similarity between predicted steps274

and all the candidate steps. In the constrained de-275

coding approach, we first construct a Trie of tokens 276

using all of the viable actions. During decoding, 277

we look up the Trie to check which tokens are valid 278

and suppress the probability of the other tokens, 279

effectively reducing the possible output space. 280

3.3 Baseline Model 281

A straightforward way to use LMs for procedure 282

planning is to first convert the visual observations 283

into text. We adopted a pre-trained image caption- 284

ing model to do this. As shown in Figure 2, we 285

first conduct image captioning for both the start 286

and goal images. Then, the captions are converted 287

into a prompt to be fed into a generative language 288

model to predict the intermediate steps. 289

3.4 Modularized Framework 290

Our baseline model yields results comparable to 291

state-of-the-art models. However, large amounts 292

of inaccurate captions are found as shown in the 293

right part of Figure 2. This leads to the design 294

of our modularized model, where we first employ 295

a pretrained vision-language model to align the 296

visual observation to the most similar step, directly 297

mapping it to the text space and label space. 298

We formulate the first step as a retrieval prob- 299

lem over all possible actions in the dataset. Ini- 300

tially, we tried to retrieve the start and goal actions 301

independently conditioned on the corresponding 302

observations: 303

â1 = f(o0), âT = f(oT ) (1) 304
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Figure 3: The architecture of our modularized framework. The right part is a double retrieval model, whose input
includes both the start step and the end step (presented as images), as well as a textual prompt. The left side is
based on a language model finetuned on ground truth steps, which is designed to predict the intermediate steps. By
integrating these two models, we are able to perform procedure planning task.

However, the retrieval performance using an off-305

the-shelf vision-language model is far from satis-306

factory even after fine-tuning on our target dataset.307

This is due to the high visual variance within the308

same action class (same action can happen in differ-309

ent backgrounds and involving visually dissimilar310

objects) and relatively low visual variance within311

the same observation trajectory (frames of the same312

actor in the same environment).313

Thus we propose to make the retrieval problem314

less ambiguous and more constrained by retrieving315

the start and goal actions jointly, namely the double316

retrieval model.317

â1, âT = f(o0, oT ) (2)318

An illustration of the model is shown in Figure319

3.320

Double retrieval input The input to the model321

is a pair of visual observations (o0, oT ) and a text322

prompt specifying the task name d and the planning323

horizon T : The task is g and there are T −2324

steps in between.325

Vision-Language cross-attention model We use326

pre-trained BLIP (Li et al., 2022) as the basis for327

our retrieval model. The input observations and328

prompt are first encoded by the image encoder and329

text encoder respectively and then passed through 330

a cross-attention module to model their interaction. 331

Then, the fused representation for the start obser- 332

vation and the goal observation will be passed to 333

a merging layer to combine the information from 334

both images. This merging layer is implemented 335

as a single linear projection which maps the con- 336

catenated features into 768 dimensions.For each of 337

the observations, we use a classification head and a 338

language embedding head to output the predicted 339

action as a probability over a candidate set p(a), 340

and as a text embedding ĥ, respectively. The loss 341

function is a combination of the cross-entropy ac- 342

tion classification loss Laand the text embedding 343

contrastive loss Ll. 344

La = −
N∑
i=0

ai log p(ai) (3) 345

Ll = − log
exp(li · ĥ)∑N

j=0,j ̸=i exp(lj · ĥ)
(4) 346

where N is the number of the valid actions in 347

the dataset, li is the text embedding of the ground 348

truth label for this instance and lj are the text em- 349

beddings of all the other labels, which serve as 350

negative examples. 351
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4 Experiments352

4.1 Experiment Setup353

Datasets We evaluate on two mainstream354

datasets of instructional videos including355

COIN(Tang et al., 2019), CrossTask(Zhukov et al.,356

2019). COIN is a dataset containing 11827 videos357

with 180 different tasks and 46354 annotated358

segments. Following previous attempts (Zhao359

et al., 2022; Chang et al., 2020), we adopt the360

70%/30% split to create our training and testing361

set. We use 20% of training data for validation.362

We followed the data preprocessing steps of the363

procedure planning task(Chang et al., 2020) to se-364

lect the start and goal visual observations, while365

at the same time, we also adopt a multi-frame366

dataset curation approach to boost our model’s abil-367

ity. Apart from the original approach of getting368

the start image / goal image of the video segment369

directly, we also use a uniform sampling of nine370

frames across the video and concatenate them into371

one single image to represent the visual observa-372

tion. Details about our data pre-processing and373

parameter setting can be found in Appendix A We374

report the results of both methods in our ablation375

study Section 4.3.376

Metrics Previous efforts regard the step predic-377

tion for procedure planning tasks as a classifica-378

tion task. Instead, we focus on generating each379

step with a language model. It is certainly possi-380

ble for the language model to generate steps that381

have same meaning as the ground-truth steps but of382

different textual descriptions. For example, the lan-383

guage model may produce an output as “put all the384

bed boxes together" while the correct prediction is385

“put all bed boxes together". However, we only con-386

sider predictions that are identical to ground truth387

as successful. As a result of this evaluation proto-388

col, we are able to use similar metrics as previous389

work to ensure our results comparable. Generally,390

our model will generate a sequence containing sev-391

eral steps. The sequence is separated by a separator392

“.” to distinguish different steps. We use the first K393

steps as our final output for predictions that have394

more steps than we want. In the case of predictions395

with fewer steps than we would like, we regard the396

last few predictions as empty strings. The metrics397

that we adopt include:398

• Success Rate (SR) considers a plan successful399

only if it exactly matches the ground truth.400

Dataset LM Steps. SR mAcc mIoU

COIN BART 3 67.37 67.37 67.37
COIN BART 4 35.43 51.12 62.89

Crosstask BART 3 60.04 60.04 60.04
Crosstask BART 4 33.27 48.28 61.37

Table 1: Finetuning intermediate steps on BART: For
a given prediction horizon T , we show the prediction
result (%) for the intermediate T − 2 steps.

• Mean accuracy (mAcc) treats each step pre- 401

diction independently, so the order of the pre- 402

dicted steps matters. 403

• Mean Intersection over Union (mIoU). In this 404

evaluation, if one step is successfully pre- 405

dicted at anywhere in the procedure, this step 406

will be considered as correct. 407

Baselines We adopt state-of-the-art models as 408

baselines, including DDN (Chang et al., 2020), 409

PlaTe (Sun et al., 2022), Ext-GAIL (Bi et al., 2021), 410

P3IV (Zhao et al., 2022). As ablation studies, we 411

include three variants of our proposed approach: 412

“Ours(base)” uses single frames as model input 413

and applies our image captioning baseline model; 414

“Ours(multi-frame)” and “Ours(single-frame)” em- 415

ploy our double retrieval model and use multiple 416

frames and single frames as input respectively. 417

4.2 Quantitative Results 418

The main results of our modularized framework 419

are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Note that we 420

use neither projection nor constrained-decoding 421

here. Our performance on COIN is astonishing 422

and doubles the success rate of previous works. 423

According to the result tables and the independent 424

modular result shown in Table 1 and 4, we draw 425

the following conclusions: 426

1. The language first approach brings significant 427

accuracy improvement to procedure planning 428

tasks. 429

2. Our modularized framework outperforms the 430

base model which considers vision-to-text 431

transformation and text planning indepen- 432

dently. It demonstrates that two sub-modules 433

are complimentary and mutually beneficial. 434

3. LMs demonstrate strong ability in planning 435

while the mapping from visual observations to 436

the text space remains a challenge. Also, the 437
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T = 3

Model SR mAcc mIoU

Random <0.01 0.94 1.66
DDN(Chang et al., 2020) 12.18 31.29 47.48
PlaTe(Sun et al., 2022) 16.00 36.17 65.91
Ext-GAIL (Bi et al., 2021) 21.27 49.46 61.70
P3IV(Zhao et al., 2022) 23.34 49.96 73.89
Ours(multi-frame) 30.55 59.59 76.86
Ours(single-frame) 25.01 53.79 75.43

T = 4

Model SR mAcc mIoU

Random <0.01 1.83 1.66
DDN(Chang et al., 2020) 5.97 27.10 48.46
PlaTe(Sun et al., 2022) 14.00 35.29 55.36
Ext-GAIL(Bi et al., 2021) 16.41 43.05 60.93
P3IV(Zhao et al., 2022) 13.40 44.16 70.01
Ours(multi-frame) 15.97 50.70 75.30
Ours(single-frame) 14.11 47.93 73.21

Table 2: Procedure planning results (%) on CrossTask.

performance of BART drops with increasing438

horizon due to variable executable plans.439

4.3 Ablation Studies440

We conduct two categories of ablation studies: (1)441

on the language model fine-tuning, including eval-442

uating the impact of different prompts, as well as443

different approaches to constrain the generation; (2)444

on the vision-to-text transformation, with different445

transformation settings adopted.446

Impact of language model prompts We use447

three types of language model prompts to obtain448

the intermediate steps from the start step and the449

end step. The prompts are:450

• Prompt 1: “Taking T − 2 steps from + a1 to451

aT + we need to.”452

• Prompt 2: “You start from a1. Your goal is453

aT . List T − 2 steps to do this.”454

• Prompt 3: “For Task d , given the first step and455

the last step, a1, aT . Predict the intermediate456

T − 2 steps.”457

Note that all the actions here are interpreted as458

their textual expression. The results of predicting459

the intermediate steps with the given three prompts460

are shown in Table 5. The first two prompts are461

T = 3
Model SR mAcc mIoU

Random <0.01 <0.01 2.47
DDN(Chang et al., 2020) 13.90 20.19 64.78
P3IV(Zhao et al., 2022) 15.40 21.67 76.31
Ours(base) 12.27 33.29 59.76
Ours(multi-frame) 30.64 54.72 80.64
Ours(single-frame) 28.35 53.14 78.56

T = 4
Model SR mAcc mIoU

Random <0.01 <0.01 2.32
DDN(Chang et al., 2020) 11.13 17.71 68.06
P3IV(Zhao et al., 2022) 11.32 18.85 70.53
Ours(base) 3.52 24.81 52.48
Ours(multi-frame) 18.52 49.31 80.32
Ours(single-frame) 15.43 45.04 78.07

Table 3: Procedure planning results (%) on COIN.

Visual Form Steps SR-COIN SR-CrossTask

Multi-frame 3 37.83 47.48
Single-frame 3 35.22 39.37
Multi-frame 4 31.03 40.95
Single-frame 4 30.38 36.44

Table 4: Step retrieval accuracy (%) for both start and
end steps.

very different but of the same amount of informa- 462

tion (including two steps plus a count of interval 463

steps) while the third prompt add in the task de- 464

scription label. Experiments show that the prompts 465

do not have a major impact on the language plan- 466

ning performance. And adding in the task name 467

will bring a visible increase. This increase is mainly 468

brought by some overlapped step names. For ex- 469

ample, the task PractiseTripleJump contains a 470

sequence of steps of {“begin to run up”, “do the 471

first two jumps”, “do the third jump”, “begin to run 472

up”}, while the task PractisePoleVault contains 473

a sequence of steps of {“begin to run up”, “begin to 474

jump up”, “fall to the ground”, “begin to run up”}. 475

The “task name” label can help the language model 476

distinguish between this two samples. 477

Impact of projection The result of using projec- 478

tion and constrained-decoding is shown in Table 7. 479

We witness only marginal increase in the overall ac- 480

curacy when adding constrained decoding, which 481

proves that LMs adapt well to the new data domain. 482
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T = 3 T = 4
Method SR mAcc mIoU SR mAcc mIoU

Prompt1 66.03 66.03 66.03 34.87 49.95 61.63
Prompt2 65.96 65.96 65.96 34.83 49.72 61.41
Prompt3 67.37 67.37 67.37 35.43 51.12 62.89

Table 5: Evaluation (%) of different language prompts
on COIN dataset.

Retrieval Model Prec@1 (%)

BLIP <1.00
BLIP-finetuned 21.30
Double Retrieval 37.83
w/o language loss 24.81
w/o task name 33.32

Table 6: Retrieval performance of different models to
get both start image and end image predicted right on
COIN.

Impact of retrieval model design As shown in483

Table 4, we further evaluate the performance of our484

double retrieval model by presenting the retrieval485

performance of the first step and the last step (rather486

than retrieving the intermediate steps in the plan-487

ning task). The success rate is determined by the488

retrieval correctness of both the first and last steps.489

To verify that our design of double retrieval is490

effective in transforming visual details into lan-491

guage, we compare it with the state-of-the-art492

visual-language transformation approaches in Ta-493

ble 6. We observe that directly finetuning a BLIP494

retrieval model does not work well. This is due to495

the difficulty of predicting two steps independently496

from the visual input.497

We also present the ablation studies of remov-498

ing language loss and task name in Table 6. The499

performance drop indicates the importance of the500

language loss term and the additional task name501

term to the success of our double retrieval model.502

Probabilistic modeling ability LMs inherently503

have the ability of probabilistic modeling. As a re-504

sult of experimenting with different decoding meth-505

ods (greedy search, beam search, and sampling) for506

LMs, we found that the overall accuracy difference507

is less than 1%. We recognize, however, that the508

model is capable of generating multiple reasonable509

plans for a given input. For example, in Figure 4, al-510

ternative planning results can be produced through511

sampling. All alternative predictions are tagged as512

Approach T = 3
Constraining Method SR mAcc mIoU

No constraint 28.35 53.14 78.56
Sentence-BERT 29.11 53.45 80.07
Constraint decoding 29.02 53.30 79.67

Approach T = 4
Constraining Method SR mAcc mIoU

No constraint 15.43 45.04 78.07
Sentence-BERT 16.95 45.82 79.92
Constraint decoding 16.86 46.02 79.43

Table 7: Evaluations on how different approaches to
constrain our generation result will influence the final
accuracy.

pour egg pour milkwhisk mixtureadd sugar

pour egg pour milkwhisk mixture add sugar

pour egg pour milkwhisk mixture whisk mixture

Figure 4: Probabilistic modeling results. We enable
language models to generate different outputs via sam-
pling.

correct in the test set. It matches the observation 513

that multiple alternative plannings can exist given 514

the same start step and the same goal. 515

5 Conclusion and Future Work 516

We introduce a new language-first perspective for 517

the procedure planning task, and propose two mod- 518

els to construct a text planning space and transfer 519

the generalization ability of LMs to vision-based 520

planning. Different from previous approaches that 521

derive a latent space from visual features to per- 522

form planning, we propose that a language model 523

with sufficient priors can serve as a better plan- 524

ning space. The key challenge is enabling LMs to 525

capture appropriate visual details for planning pur- 526

poses. We transform visual input into language and 527

propose a double-retrieval mechanism to force the 528

model to align salient visual details with actions. 529

The superior performance of our approach prove 530

that using language models with strong priors is 531

a promising and powerful paradigm to procedure 532

planning over visual observations. 533

In the future, we would like to explore the do- 534

main generalizability of LM-based planning mod- 535

els and extend our model to handle longer planning 536

horizons, possibly with the help of sub-goal predic- 537

tion. 538
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6 Limitation539

We reflect on the limitations of our model as below:540

1. Our experiments are based on large everyday541

household datasets (i.e. COIN and Crosstask).542

Our language model is pretrained with web543

data, which helps it handle such household-544

related procedures well. However, when ap-545

plied to other more specialized domains like546

medical procedures, language models might547

suffer from the domain gap and impact overall548

model performance.549

2. The language model has excellent planning550

ability given the ground truth start and goal551

steps. However, it is still hard for the lan-552

guage model to generate very long sequences553

of steps. When the planning horizon T in-554

creases, the performance of our model drops555

quickly just as other methods do.556

3. In real-world applications (i.e planning task557

for robots), a good model should be able to dy-558

namically adjust the plan given external feed-559

back. For example, when the execution of one560

step fails, the model will need to re-plan as561

soon as possible. Our model does not possess562

such an ability so far, since our planning ap-563

proach is offline. We leave this direction for564

future research.565
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A Appendix 682

A.1 Experiment Settings 683

We trained and evaluated our approach on a single 684

RTX3090 GPU. For COIN and Crosstask dataset 685

processing, we transform the visual observations 686

of a video segment into images. Under our single 687

image setting, we followed previous works and 688

used the first frame of the video segment for the 689

start visual observation while using the last frame 690

to represent the goal visual observation. Under our 691

multiple-image setting, we uniformly sampled 9 692

images from the videos. The image size is 384*384 693

under the single image setting while the 9 images 694

are concatenated and then resized to 384*384 under 695

the multiple image setting. 696

For the baseline model, we used the original im- 697

age captioning model of Blip. We used the prompt 698

“A picture of” for all the captioning samples. We set 699

the min-length and the max-length of generation 700

to 5 and 20 independently and set the number of 701

beams to 3. 702

For the language planning side, we employed 703

BART language model (Lewis et al., 2019). Dur- 704

ing the fine-tuning process, we set the batch size to 705

16 and used the Adam optimizer with lr = 10−5 706

and weight decay as 0.02. For the double retrieval 707

side, we initialize the model with a BLIP pretrained 708

model checkpoint. During training, we set the 709

batch size to 4 and used an Adam optimizer with a 710

learning rate of 10−5 and 0.05 weight decay. 711

To get our main results on the COIN dataset, 712

it costs about 12 hours to independently fine-tune 713

the language model and train the double retrieval 714

model. 715

Examples of output We give more examples of 716

our Modularized Framework output in this section. 717

In Figure 5, we provide an example where our 718

model makes a successful prediction. In Figure 6, 719

we show an example where the language model 720

fails. In Figure 7, we show an example where 721

using the multi-image input gets the right predic- 722

tion while using the single-image variant makes 723

mistakes. It shows that the alignment ability from 724

visual observations to step(action) space is still our 725

model’s bottleneck. 726
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trigger and
take out the
needle head

insert the glue
needle

hold the gun
end and let

the gun head
aim at the tag

brand

remove the
protecting

cover of the
gun head

Figure 5: We present a perfect prediction example in this figure. We used single image as input and generate a plan
of Horizon T = 4. We get all the steps right in this example.

flip pancakewhisk
mixture

pour mixture
into pan

whisk
mixture

Figure 6: We present prediction example where the double retrieval model works well while the language model
fail to predict the right sequence. In this figure. We used Multiple image as input and generate a plan of Horizon
T = 4. We get one intermediate step predicted wrong in this example. The Right sequence (Ground Truth for this
input) is: "Step1 : whisk mixture", "Step2 : pour milk", "Step3 : pour mixture into pan", "Step4 : flip pancake"

whisk mixtureadd sugar

pour milkadd sugar pour egg

whisk mixture

Figure 7: The multi-image setting provides more detailed visual information which helps with the prediction. As is
shown in the figure, the multi-image setting has a right prediction(i.e. add sugar, pour egg, pour milk). Using single
images, it’s easy for us to ignore that the last step is actually pouring milk instead of whisk misture.
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